
� Geographers' A-Z Super Scale Central London map extended from
Shepherds Bush to Docklands and shows all one way streets; includes
postcodes.

� Geographers' A-Z Greater London map includes postcodes, index data
covering over 90,000 streets, points of interest and also shows one way
streets.

� Geographers' A-Z Extended Greater London Main Road Map; covers
from Bracknell to Chelmsford.

� Geographers' A-Z Britain Road Atlas includes index data covering over
32,000 places and points of interest.

� Fast, smooth and continuous map scrolling.
� Finds searched street, marks and draws a direct line from your current
GPS position to marked destination.

� Point ‘A’ to ‘B’ search facility draws cotton line in A-Z.
� Predictive keyboard and text for easy and fast search entries.
� Latest A-Z map drawings and postcodes.
� New and more POI with increased accuracy.
� Enhanced visible route trace.
� Robust software.
� GPS enabled Geographers' A-Z maps and GPS satellite navigation system
in one unit.

� While using Navigation users can toggle to A-Z maps and vice versa.
� Remembers and highlights last search.
� Speed camera warnings.

� NavigationMaster Software.
� Simple and easy to use interface.

Voice guidance
� Loud and clear voice instructions with street names.
� Door to door route planning.
� Latest Tele Atlas UK map already loaded on SD card.
� Western Europe map (optional).
� Overview of the upcoming manoeuvre and distance shown on the screen.

GPS satellite navigation
� Lane assistance and signposts.
� Comprehensive safety camera warnings.
� Displays speed limit constantly on screen.
� Navigation in tunnels.
� Displays the whole route on screen after calculation.
� 2D and 3D driving direction visual navigation map display options.
� Instant 2D map scrolling with one tap return to Navigation.
� Shows destination and planned route with one button tap.
� Cotton line is also drawn on navigation map to allow fastest or shortest
route comparison.

Searching
� Intelligent address search with history.
� Recent search entries list.
� Predictive keyboard for easy and fast search entries.
� Searchable street index with house numbers.
� Comprehensive points of interest.
� Find nearest or search any points of interest.
� Full GB Postcodes with street name and number search function.


